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QUESTION 1

The Client wishes to implement a third party integration that allows for free shipping If the customer Is a member of the
third party service. When the customer\\'s order is exported to the Order Management System (OMS) it also creates a
custom object in order to track additional data before sending that order data to the third-party service as well. 

What technical concern should the Architect raise to protect performance and stability of the site1? 

A. The customer order quota and related retention or deletion needs. 

B. The customer\\'s order data sent to a third-party and related security needs. 

C. The OMS having order data sent to a thud party and related security needs. 

D. The custom object quota and related retention or deletion needs. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The Client is Crowing and decided to migrate its ecommerce website to B2C Commerce. The Client provided the
Architect with the f metrics for its existing website over the past 12 months and forecasted into the next year: 

Noting these historical metrics and the forecasted growth of 300%, which load test targets meet best practices for
testing the new B2C Commerce site? 

A. 15000 visits per hour, 300000 page views per hour, and 3750 orders per hour 

B. 150000 visits per hour, 3000000 page views per hour, and 37500 orders per hour 

C. 1500 visits per hour, 30000 page views per hour, and 375 orders per hour 

D. 3000 visits per hour, 60000 page views per hour, and 750 orders per hour 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3
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A developer is validating the pipeline cache and noticed that the PDP page is very low cached. The one parameter is
snowing the position on the product fisting page upon checkingthe site and code. What should the developer adjust in
order to improve the page cache hit ratio, keeping in mind that the client is Insisting on the parameter for their
analytics? 

A. Rework the implementation so it reads the parameter on client-side, passes it to the analytics and exclude It from
cache parameters. 

B. Add the key to the cache exclude parameters. 

C. Rework the Implementation so it doesn\\'t depend on that parameter. 

D. Rework the Implementation so the parameter is not passed In the URL and isread from the URL hash. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

a B2C Commerce developer has Implemented a job that connects to an SFTP, loops through a specific number of .csv
rtes. and Generates a generic mapping for every file. In order to keep track ofthe mappings imported, if a generic
mapping is created successfully, a custom object instance w created with the .csv file name. After running the job in the
Development instance, the developer checks the Custom Objects m Business Manager and notices there Isn\\'t a
Custom Object for each csv file that was on SFTP. 

What are two possible reasons that some generic mappings were not created? Choose 2 answers A. The maximum
number of generic mappings was reached. 

B. The generic mappings definition need to be replicated from Staging before running the job. 

C. Invalid format in one or more of the .csv files. 

D. The job needs to run on Staging and then replicate the generic mappings and custom objects on Development 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

A B2C Commerce developer has recently completed a tax service link cartridge integration into a new SHU site. During
review, the Architect notices the basket calculation hook is being run multiple times during a single tax call. What is the
reason for the duplicate calculations being run? 

A. The tax cat is being called multiple times. 

B. The LINK cartridge Is Included multiple times in the cartridge path. 

C. There are multiple hook.js Wes referring to the samehook. 

D. The checkout is designed to recursively refer to the same hook. 

Correct Answer: A 
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